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THE STORAGE CAPACITY OF THE HOPFIELD MODEL AND
MODERATE DEVIATION PRINCIPLES
MATTHIAS LOWE
ABSTRACT. This note relates the storage capacity of the Hopfield model of neural networks to the existence of a moderate deviation principle for the empirical
correlation of the patterns. This moderate deviation principle is satisfied under a
certain condition on the moment generating function of these correlations which on
the other hand can be verified in many cases by GHS- and FKG-type inequalities.
Examples of such situations will be given.

1. INTRODUCTION AND THE BASIC SETUP

The Hopfield model is the simplest and best-studied model of a neural network. Originally introduced by Pastur and Figotin [FP77] as a so-called frustrated system, it
received most of its attention by its reinterpretation by Hopfield [H082] as a very
simple model for the brain. Its closeness to the spin-glass models, in particular to
the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model, evoked the physicists' interest in the model and
led to a number of papers that claimed to rigorously "solve" the model (see, e.g.
[AGS87]). Unfortunately, their techniques which go under name "replica method"
(see e.g. (MPV87] for an survey over these techniques) not only involve some mathematically completely unjustified operations (such as interchanging different limits)
but also introduce objects which for a mathematician are hard to understand (e.g.
the largest eigenvalue of a symmetric N x N matrix when N goes to zero). So, though
the Hopfield model has been extensively studied yet the number of mathematically
clean results is limited, has basically been found in the last decade and is - with a few
exceptions - restricted to the case where the so called patterns are chosen to be Li.d.
a case which is not very close to a realistic situation. The corresponding results have
been proven in a number of papers by Bovier, Gayrard, partially in collaboration
with Picco - for an exhaustive and very readable survey see [BP98] and especially
[BG98] therein and all the references given there (e.g. [BG96a], [BG97a], [BG97b]) and the fundamental paper by Talagrand [T98].
In this little note we will treat Hopfield models with correlated patterns and prove
a result on their storage capacity. The question of the storage capacity has been
asked for Hopfield models with i.i.d. patterns in different ways and by different
authors. The definition of storage capacity we use in this note (which in a way is
the most fundamental one) has been considered for i.i.d. patterns by McEliece et
al. (MPRV87]. Rigorous proofs can be found in the overview paper by Petritis [P96]
and extensions are due to Burshtein [Bu94]. Another, more liberal, definition of
storage capacity (which also allows minor errors in the reconstruction of the stored
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patterns) has basically been introduced by Amit et al. [AGS87] and rigorously treated
by Newman [N88]. Improvements of his results are due to Loukianova [Lou94] and
Talagrand [T95], [T98]. Both notions of storage capacity have been treated for weakly
dependent patterns produced by a Markov chain in [Lo99a].
To be more specific let us define the Hopfield model. First of all we choose two
numbers N, MEN which will denote the number of spins or "neurons" and the
number of so-called patterns, respectively. Note that M = M(N) may and actually
will depend on N. We shall write M and thus drop its dependency on N whenever
there is no danger of confusion. The random function

HN(u)

=-

1
2N

M

N

LL

uiujt;,ft;,j,

U

E {-I, +l}N,

(1)

p,=1 i,j=l

denotes the so-called Hamiltonian of the Hopfield model, which is a function of the
spin configuration U E {-I, +l}N. This function is random as the variables t;,f E
{-I, +1} with t;,f denoting the ith component of the thth pattern are chosen randomly.
In most of the papers on the Hopfield model it is generally assumed that the t;,f are
Li.d. unbiased random variables, i. e., that at given system size N, the family of
random variables { t;,f : i E {I, ... , N}, th E {I, ... , M (N)} } is independent with
1

lP(t;,f = +1) = lP(t;,f = -1) = 2

(2)

for all i and th. Here and in the following lP stands for the distribution of the (t;,f)i,p,
while we denote by E expectations with respect to lP.
The case of independent but biased patterns, i.e. the case where (2) is violated, has
been treated e.g. in [Lo99b].
In this paper we will consider the case where the t;,f may be correlated in such a way
that a special condition on the four-point-correlation function (see Assumption 2.1
below) is fulfilled and the marginal distributions of the t;,f are still unbiased, Le. (2)
is still satisfied. For correlated, biased patterns some additional term has to be added
to the Hamiltonian (1) to make the model work. As with this correction term neither
the results nor the techniques differ very much from the ones presented here (for a
discussion we refer the reader to [Lo99b]), we rather prefer not to treat the case of
unbiased patterns in any length.
Whenever convenient, we shall write t;, for the (N x M)-matrix consisting of the
(t;,fkp" while t;,i = (t;,l, .. · ,el!) and t;,p, = (t;,i, ... ,t;,~), respectively, stand for the ith
row and the thth column of this matrix, respectively.
The spin variables are assumed to be independent with an unbiased a priori distribution P, Le.,

P(Ui

1

= +1) = P(Ui = -1) = -2

for all i E N.
The Hopfield model may now either be identified with the Hamiltonian (1) or, equivalently, with the Gibbs measure at temperature 1/(3 E (0,00) with respect to the
Hamiltonian (1), i. e.,

I2N,j3(u) = 2- N exp{-(3HN((J)}/E N,j3,

U

E

{-l,+l}N,

(3)
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where the so-called partition function

(4)
is the normalisation which makes

(}N,f3

a probability measure.

=

The idea behind this setup is the following. Suppose for the moment that M
1.
Then HN(u) clearly has two minima at Ui =
for all i or Ui =
for all i. Now,
are chosen as LLd. random variables, by the the Central Limit
for any M, if the
Theorem

-et

e;

er

~

tt ef~r
N

= 8IL ,v

+ O(

IN)

(5)

for each choice of J.l and v (fixed), suggesting that for M(N) not growing too fast
(as a function of N) still the ~IL are minima of the Hamiltonian and thus ground
states of the system. So, if we interpret the ell's as stored information in a brain
consisting of the neurons Ui we might be able to even reconstruct noised information
by a stochastic retrieval dynamics, such as the Monte-Carlo dynamics, which favours
states of low HN-value. (And, indeed, such a Monte-Carlo dynamics at temperature
1/f3 has (}N,f3 as its invariant measure.)
As this heuristics and, in particular (5), is not available for correlated patterns, several
authors doubted that the Hopfield model in the current setup would be able to store
any increasing number M(N) of correlated patterns. In [Lo99a] we have been able
to show that this is indeed the case, provided the variables ~r are either correlated
in f..L or in i and independent in the other variable and that the correlations stems
from a one dimensional Markov chain. Unfortunately, the proofs found there are not
easy to transfer to any other situation (for example to the relevant and interesting
for every fixed J.l describe a picture, thus a two dimensional
situation where the
random field) since it heavily exploits the martingale structure of one dimensional
Markov chains.

er

In this note we will show that under a condition which is easy to verify in many
important examples and which is closely related to a so-called moderate deviation
principle for the empirical four point correlations, also correlated patterns may be
stored in the Hopfield model described above, provided we use the notion of storage
introduced by McEliece et. al. [MPRV87].
This little note has two further sections: To be able to describe our result in Section
2 we first will specify the notion of storage we have in mind, then introduce our
central assumption (Assumption 2.1) which is closely related to a moderate deviation
principle for the patterns and finally give the actual result. Section 3 contains the
proof together with a list of the most important examples.

Acknowledgement: I am thankful to Peter Eichelsbacher for bringing reference
[Wu95] to my attention. I also would like to express my gratitude to Wim Senden
for helping me with the technical details.
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2. THE NOTION OF STORAGE CAPACITY AND THE MAIN RESULT

In this section we will mainly state our result on the storage capacity of the Hopfield
model with correlated patterns.
First let us first briefly explain the concept of storage we are dealing with. The
idea behind it is that a possible retrieval dynamics is a Monte-Carlo dynamics at
zero temperature working as follows: Choose a site i at random. Flip the spin O"i, if
flipping lowers the energy (the Hamiltonian) and let the spin O"i unchanged otherwise.
On a more formal level we define the gradient dynamics T on the energy landscape
on {-I, +1} induced by H N via

Ti : O"i

1--+

sgn(L O"jJij )
#i

where sgn is the sign function. The map T is then defined by T(O") := (1i(O"i)k We
will call a configuration 0" = (O"i)i~N stable if it is a fixed point of T, i.e.

(Ji = sgn(L O"jJij ) for all i = 1, ... ,N
#i

which means that 0" is a local minimum of the Hamiltonian. The storage capacity
in this concept is defined as the asymptotics of the greatest number of patterns
M := M(N) such that all the patterns ~v are stable in the above sense almost surely
or with probability converging to one. (Here and in the following the notion "almost
surely" refers to the probability measure on the space of all sequences of patterns
(of infinite length) while in "probability converging to one" the convergence is with
N - 00). Note that this concept is a very natural way to define "storage capacity",
since that the stored information is stable under the retrieval dynamics is in some
sense "the least we would expect".
Let us quickly mention another approach to storage capacity which is due to Amit,
Gutfreund and Sompolinsky [AGS85] and has rigorously been analysed by Newman
[N88]. It takes into consideration that we possibly are willing to tolerate small errors
in the restoration of the patterns. So we are satisfied, if the retrieval dynamics
converges to a configuration which is not too far away from the original patterns.
Thus in this concept a pattern ~1J is called stable, if it is close to a local minimum of
the Hamiltonian, or, in other words, if it is surrounded by a sufficiently high energy
barrier. Technically speaking we will call ~v stable if there exist c > 0 and {) > 0 such
that

(6)
Here the set St5(~V), the infimum is taken over, is the Hamming sphere of radius
oN centred in ~1J. Again we will use the notion of storage capacity for the maximal
number M(N) of patterns such that (6) holds true for all ~v almost surely.
Before stating our main result we have to make one central assumption. To describe
the consequences of this assumption we have to dwell a bit on large an moderate
deviation theory.
In general, if X n is any sequence of random variables, we say that it obeys a large
deviation principle (LDP) with speed c~l and rate function I(·), if limn->oocn = 0,
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and

o ¥: 1(·)

~ 00

is lower semi-continuous, the level sets {x : I(x)
Borel sets A the following inequalities hold

- infoI(x)
xEA

~

liminf€nlogP(Xn E A

O
)

n->oo

~

~

L} are compact, and if for all

limsup€nlogP(Xn E A) ~ - infI(x).
xEA

n->oo

Here A ° and A, respectively, denote the interior and the closure of A, respectively.
The best understood example of an LDP goes back already to Cramer [Cr37j. He
showed that the sequence X n = ~ L~=l Yi for an Li.d. sequence Yi with EYi = 0 and
Ee tYl < 00 for all t obeys an LDP with speed n and rate function 1(·) which is the
Legendre transform of Ee tY1 :

I(x) = sup[tx - EetY1j.
tEIR

As a matter of fact when "changing the scale ~" in this example to vfn~(n) for an
increasing function 'ljJ(n) with 'ljJ(n) -+ 00 but 'ljJ(n)j Vii -+ 0 well still have an LDP
but this time with speed 'ljJ2(n) and rate function t 2/2(12 (where (12 = EY?). As
this reflects both, the closeness to the large deviations as well as the closeness to
the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), the latter LDP is often referred to as moderate
deviation principle (MDP).
Observe also that in the MDP above the rate functions is independent of the speed,
i.e. the rate function is the same of the whole range for possible 'ljJ functions, while it
is different for 'ljJ = Vii. Therefore an LDP with rate function that does not depend
on the speed is commonly called an MDP (not only for sequences of Li.d. variables).
For a general and very readable survey over the huge field of large deviation theory
we refer the reader to the book of Dembo and Zeitouni [DZ98].
The following assumption is closely related to the existence of an MDP.
Assumption 2.1. Henceforth we shall assume the following for the "four-pointcorrelation"- functions:

(7)
(1 ~ i ~ Nand 1 ~ It ~ N fixed), where
N

m~i := JE

M(N)

L L

~r~r~f~j.

j=ll=vi:J.L

Consider

A';./(t) :=

N(M(~) _ 1) log

and assume that there is a function
bourhood of zero such that

AJ.L,i :

R

L

exp( -tX~i)dJP'

-+ (-00,00]

Vt ER

(8)

which is finite in a neigh-

(9)
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Moreover assume that Aj./(t) and AJL,i(t) are twice differentiable and that
(A~/)"(t) ~ (AJL,i)" (t)

'Vt E [0, oj

and that this convergence is uniform in t for some 0
we define
(AJL,i)"e O):= (AJL,i)" (0):= lim

+

t ..... O+

>0

~((AJL'i)/(t)
t

(10)

and uniform in i, J.L. Here
(AJL,i)' (0)).

+

Additionally, suppose that

(11)
Finally assume that
for all N, together with
SUp(AJL,i)"(O) :::; V <
i,JL

00

for all N and some V.

Remark 2.2. When analyzing the proof of Theorem 2.3 below we find the following:
a) If indeed, infi,JL mJL,i > 0 condition (11) is obsolete. Moreover we also might find
a result for infi,JL mJL,i < 0 if it is not too big in absolute value. As it is quite hard
to think of a situation where this might occur, we didn't qnatify this statement.
b) Actually also the uniformity requirement in (10) is a bit too strong. Indeed much
less is required, e.g. that there is a seuqnce of numbers !1(N, i, J.L) such that

I(A~/)"(t) - (AJL,i)"(t) I :::; !1(N, i, J.L)

---t

0

uniformly in some interval t E [0, 0) and such that
N

N-1-e

L !1(N, i, J.L)

---t

0

i=l

for all c

>

0 uniformly in J.L or
M
2
N- -e

N

L L !1(N, i, J.L)

---t

0

JL==l i=l

for all c

> O. This condition will be easier to check in some examples.

With these definitions our result concerning the storage capacity for correlated patterns reads as follows:

Theorem 2.3. Assume the random matrixt;, fulfils Assumption 2.1 and suppose that
M(N) = I'I~N'
Then there exist positive numbers Cl > C2 > C3 > 0 such that the following assertions
hold true:
1. If'Y > Cl

P(liNminf(n~t)Tt;,JL= ~JL))
..... 00

z. e. the patterns are almost surely stable.

=1
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2. If'Y

>

7

C2

p((n~~)Te =

c;P)) =

1 - RN

with limN-+oo RN = 0, i.e. all the patterns are stable with probability converging
to one.
3. If'Y > C3 for every fixed fJ, = 1, ... ,M(N)

P(Tc;P
with limN-+oo R N
to one.

= 0, i.e.

= c;P) = 1 -

RN

every jixed pattern is stable with probability converging

Remark 2.4. The above theorem basically states that the storage capacity of Hopfield
models with correlated patterns fulfilling Assumption 2.1 qualitatively behaves like that
of Hopjield models where the patterns are chosen i.i.d. Although Assumption 2.1
seems a bit technical, the proof of Theorem 2.3 to come in the next section will show
that a condition similar to Assumption 2.1 is actually needed. Moreover we will see
that it is satisjied in a variety of important examples.
3.

PROOF OF THE THEOREM AND EXAMPLES

In this section we will give the proof of Theorem 2.3 and some examples where
Assumption 2.1 is fulfilled.
We will substantially make use of that Assumption 2.1 is indeed closely related to an
MDP. This observation is due to Wu [Wu95] in a more general setting. He also gives
additional conditions that imply a CLT.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Observe that - according to the definition of the dynamics
T and the Hopfield model - for any 1 ~ 11 ~ M the pattern C;V is stable if and only
if
N

N

~r = sgn(L ~j Jij )

= 1, ... ,N.

L

c;jc;fc;f)

j=1 p=1

j=1

for all i

= sgn(L

M(N)

Therefore C;V is stable if and only if
N

M(N)

L L c;fc;jc;fc;j ~ 0
j=1 p=1

for all i = 1, ... ,N. Now the sum on the right hand side contains one deterministic
positive summand (for fJ, = 11), such that the sum actually has a tendency to stay
positive. As this deterministic part has size N the pattern ~v is stable if and only if
N

M

L L
j=11=pt!'v

for all i

= 1, ...

,N.

c;ic;jc;fc;j ~

-N
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Hence for all t 2: 0
P(~II

is not stable)

N

N

M

LP(L L

<

i=l

~r~j~r~j ~ -N)

j=l 1=p.;f:1I

te-tNE ( (-t ~ ltv €;€j€f€j))

<

(12)

exp

where we have applied the exponential Chebyshev-Markov inequality.
Centering the sum in the exponential on the right gives

P(~II is not stable) ~

t e-t(N+m~i)E (-t(t t
(exp

i=l

j=l 1=p.;f:1I

~r~j~r~j - m~i)))

N

L e-t(N+m~i)E( exp( -tX;/))

(13)

i=l

In order to estimate E( exp( -tX'i)) we will now make use of Assumption 2.1. Indeed,
as EX';/ = 0 we have by the twice differentiability of
together with

A'i/

A';:/(O)'
that

= EX~i =

0

1(A~/)"(X)(S
+1
8

A';:/(s) =

- x)dx

for all 0 ~ s < {). Similar for AII,\s):

AII,i(S)
for all 0

~

= (AII,i)'

+

8

(AII,i)"(X)(s - x)dx

(0)

0

s < 8. Now as a consequence of Assumption 2.1

(AII,i)'(x) - (AII,i)' (0) =
+

l

x

l (A~n"(s)ds =
x

(AII,i)"(s)ds

0

=

lim
N-oo

(AII,i)'(X).

0

Thus (AII,i)~(O) = 0 and therefore
1
sup 2'
O~x<6 X

IA~~(x)
' -

. I

AII,~(X)

-\-l l(A~i)"
x

< sup
O:::;x<6

x

(y) - (AII,i)" (Y)I (x - y)dy

(14)

0

< sup!1 (A~i)"(X) - (AII,i)"(X)I,
O:::;x<6

2

where the expression on the right hand side converges to zero. Note that under the
uniformity assumption of Assumption 2.1 the above convergence is also uniform in i
and lJ.
This estimate will be crucial for the rest of the proof. We use it with x = tla(N)
for some fixed t and for some sequence a(N) with a(N) - t 00 and a(N)/.../NM - t O.

9
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Then the above estimate implies by Taylor expansion of Av,i that
lim
N-+oo

supla2(N)A~i(t/a(N)) - !(A""i)"(O)t21
i,v

2

lim la 2(N)A V ,i(t/a(N)) - !(A V ,i)"(0)t 2 !

<

2

N-+oo

=0

implying that
Eexp

(a~)X~/) = exp(~t2~~~) (AV'i)"(O)) (1 + 0(1))

where due to the uniformity assumption in Assumption 2.1 the 0(1) is uniform in i
and v.
Plugging this into (13) gives by replacing t by a(~)
P(~V

<

<

is not stable)

~ exp (t
N) (1 2NM (N) v,i" )
tt
- a(N) (N + mv,i) exp "2 t a (N) (A ) (0) (1 + 0(1))
N ( t
t
N) (1
~ exp - a(N) (N + mv,i) + a(N) (mu,i - mv,J exp "2 t a (N) V
2

2NM

(N)

)

2

(1 + 0(1))

where again we have made use of Assumption 2.1 and the 0(1) term is uniform in i
and v.
Now choosing the essentially optimal t = 1/'Y and a(N) = M(N) we first see that with
the ansatz (15) below is admissible in the sense that a(N) -----+ 0 but a(N)/JNM -----+ 0
and moreover that
N
P(~V is not stable)::; ~exp

(IN)
-"2 MV exp(VM(mV,i - m~i)
1

) (1 + 0(1)).

The ansatz

M(N) _

N

(15)

- 'Ylog N

for some positive constant 'Y yields
P(~V

is not stable)

N

< ~ exp ( -~ '1' l~ N) exp('1'(log NjN) (m v ,; - m~;))(1 + 0(1))
< N exp ( -"21 'YlogN)
V
(1 + 0(1))

(16)

The choice 'Y > 2V gives
P(~II is not stable) ::; Nl-if;- ---70,

which is part three of the theorem.
For parts one and two observe that by (16) and the ansatz (15)
2

P(3v : ~v

. not stable) ::; 'Y log
N N exp

IS

(1-"2 'YlogN) (1 + 0(1)).
V
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So choosing 'Y 2: 4V yields

P(3v : ~v is not stable)

-+

0

which is part two of the theorem.
Finally the choice of'Y > 6V gives that

P(3v : ~v is not stable )

~ N-~

for some K > 1. As N-~ is summable (over N) the Borel-Cantelli Lemma eventually
proves part one of the theorem.

o

Remark 3.1. a) Observe that the theorem gives precise bounds on the constants
CI, C2 and C3 occurring in Theorem 2.3. Note also that if infv,i mv,i is strictly
greater than zero these bounds can be improved.
b) Check that Remark 2.2., in particular part b) of it, apply.

To see whether the conditions of Assumption 2.1 are ever fulfilled let us start with
the very basic example of i.i.d. patterns where all the calculations can be done by
hand.
Example 3.2. Independent patterns
Assume that the matrix~ consists ofi.i.d. entries obeying (2). Then by independence
for all v, i and N
N

Aj/(t) =

N(M(~) _ 1) log Eexp( -t L

M

L

~f~i~f~j) =

logcosh(t).

j=l 15.f.L::j:v

Hence N;l converges (and indeed ist identical) to get) := logcosh(t) as well as all its
derivatives converge to the corresponding derivatives oflogcosh(t). Taking moreover
into account that
N

M

ELL

~f~i~f~j = 0

j=l 15.f.L;t:v

for all v, i and N and that
2

I

= 1
d log cosh(t)
dt 2
t=O
Theorem 2.3 not only yields that the Hopfield model can store 'Y l~ N i. i. d. patterns
but also gives the constants CI = 6, C2 = 4, and C3 = 2, respectively, for the cases one,
two, and three, in Theorem 2.3, respectively. These results agree with those obtained
by McEliece et al. [MPRV87] and [P96] and have basically been shown to be optimal
by Bovier [B099J.

For the other examples we heavily exploit the following theorem from [Wu95, Theorem1.4].
. I

Theorem 3.3. If for some {) > 0 the functions (Ajt) are all concave (or convex)
on [0, 8) and if Nfl is twice continuously differentiable on [0,8) and if moreover "
(A~i)f1(O)

-+

(Aj/)"(O)

uniformly in /L and i as N tends to infinity, then (8) and (9) are satisfied.

(17)
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Remark 2.2 b) applies correspondingly.
The reason why this theorem is extremely helpful is (as was also already pointed out
by Wu) that the concavity can be achieved by a GHS inequality while (17) usually
follows from a FKG-type inequality (in the examples below we will follow [Wu95,
Proof of Lemma 3.2], the interested reader will find the basic ideas there).
If we now introduce correlations among the patterns we might - from a mathematical
point of view - of course, correlate each ~r to each ~j in some strange fashion and
look whether Assumption 2.1 is still fulfilled. Taking into account, however, that the
vector (~ni=I, ... ,N is supposed to describe an image or at least some information to be
stored (which is different for different 1J) there are two reasonable ways to correlate
the patterns. The correlation of the ~r in /-L is called sequential correlation and may
be reasonable e.g. when storing films, while the correlation in i is referred to as
spatial correlation, which may be a reasonable model when storing images.
The following two example are basically covered by [Lo99a, Theorems 2.1,2.2]

Example 3.4. Spatial Markov Chains
Consider sequences of spatially correlated patterns (eni=I,... ,N,J.I.=I,... ,M(N) where the
correlation stems form a one dimensional Markov chain. More precisely we will
assume that the random variables (~niEN,J.l.EN are independent for different /-L and for
fixed /-L form a Markov chain in i with initial distribution

xi E {-1, 1}

(18)

p(er=xtl{j=xj',j=l, ... ,i-1,1J=1, ... ,M)

(19)

peer = xr, /-L = 1, ... ,M) = 2- M

for all

and transition probabilities

xn·

= p(~r = Xrl~r-l = Xr-l) = Q(xr-1'
Here Q denotes a symmetric 2 x 2 matrix with entries

Q=(l~P 1;P)
where 0 < p < 1 (note that p = ! is the case of independent patterns).
the independence and identical distribution of the patterns
N

N;:/(t) =

N(M(~) -1) logEexp(-t L

Because of

~J.I.

M

L ~r~iej{n

i=11:5J.1.=F v

N

=

~ logEexp(-<E~}~Ja~n·
j=1

As the whole situation is completely symmetric under the flipping ~f into the direction
of
we may assume that ~l~l = 1. Hence the computation above boils down to the
computation of

a

N

Ai/(t) =

~lOgEexp(-tL~J~n
j=1

(which does not any longer depend on 1J). Observe that (lj) := (~J~J) is a Markov
chain in j with transition matrix

Q=(1~q

l;q)
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and with the fixed "starting" point Yi = 1. As q := p2 + (1 -- p)2 ~ 1/2 and Yi = 1
also Yj has a tendency to be + 1 rather than -1 and therefore (as is easily checked)
N

EL~;~J~O
j~1

which has been part of Assumption 2.1. Now as its is not too difficult (basically using
Perron-Froebenius theory) to show that
1
N
N loglEexp (-t
~;~J) -dog AI(t)

L

(20)

j~1

where AI(t) is the largest eigenvalue of

- t _ (
qe- t
(1 - q)e- t
t
Q( ) (1 - q)e
qet

)

we could try to verify Assumption 2.1 directly (the calculations could partially follow those in [L699a]). However, note that the limit A(') in (20) always exists due
to Varadhan's Lemma, because the chain Yj obeys an LDP. On the other hand it
follows easily from the presentation of a Markov chain as a random field (see e.g.
[Ge88, Chapter3]) and the GHS inequality for Bernoulli random fields (as derived in
[GHS70], [EMN76], [EN78]) that the chain Yi fulfils the GHS inequalities. Following
[Wu95, Lemma3.2] and applying [E85, pp.167] these imply the concavity of the A's.
For the same reasons it also fulfils the FKG inequality (IFKG71], e.g.). They imply
that AI/(O) = L~o EYoYj and that (see [Wu95, Lemma3.2]) (A~ir(O) = I:f=llEYiYj
converges to AI/(O). As this convergence is uniform for all points which are outside
a strip (of width growing slowly with n) along the boundary (which is negligible compared to the other points) indeed the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 are fulfilled. Hence
following Theorem 2.3 we obtain a storage capacity of N/'Y log N patterns. However,
to obtain bounds for 'Y which are of the right order, more subtleties such as exploiting
the Martingale structure of a Markov chain, are needed.

Example 3.5. Sequential Markov Chains
One could as well consider patterns that are only sequentially correlated by a Markov
chain. So more precisely, assume that the random variables (~niEN,JLEN are independent for different i and for fixed i form a Markov chain in J.L with initial distribution
pCa=xLi=I, ... ,N)=2- N

forallx:E{-I,I}

(21)

and transition probabilities
P(~f

=

= xrl~j = xj,j = 1, ... , N, 1I = 1, ... , J.L - 1)
I

(22)

I

PC~f = xrl~f-I = xr- ) = Q(xr- ,xf)

where Q is as above. Note that, although the Hamiltonian of the model works differently in the lower indices i and the upper indices j1, our definition of storage capacity,
however does not see a big difference between the model in this example and the model
in the example above. So, indeed the case of the sequentially correlated patterns can be
treated just like the case in Example 3.4 by interchanging the role of i and J.L. It should
be mentioned that a minor difference could be observed when taking into account also
the expectations of the ti, as has been done in [L699a].
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The following example we were not able to treat in [Lo99a]. To understand why we
consider it important, recall that the usual setup for an image is that of a random field.
In the next example we will try to store M independent images in the Hopfield model.
Avoiding the possibly complicated notation of random fields we restrict ourselves to
one of the simplest cases: the ferromagnetic Ising model. Intuitively speaking we will
try to store M independent black and white pictures in the Hopfield model where
a black pixel is more likely to sit next to a black pixel than a white one (and vice
versa).

Example 3.6. Independent Ising models
Consider patterns (~niEN,Jl.Ef\l that are independent of different JL and for fixed JL are
distributed according to the distribution of a d-dimensional Ising model at inverse
temperature {3 which is not the critical temperature, with zero external field and free
boundary conditions (otherwise the patterns might have a bias). That means (Jar
simplicity) we assume that N is a d'th power and that for each fixed JL the spins (ef)i
are distributed according to

(23)
Here
<i,j>

iT

is the so called partition function of the Ising model, /3 E [0,00) is its inverse temperature, and the summation 2:<i,i> is taken over all neighbouring pairs of indices
i, j in Zd that sit inside the box of side length N 1/ d centred at the origin. Again due
to the independence and identical distribution of the patterns eJl.
N

Ai/(t)

= N(M(~) -1) 10gEexp(-t L

M

L ereiejej)

j=ll:5J.1#1I

N

=

~ logEexp(-t LaeJeieJ).
j=l

ere? = 1.

Again we might flip the images until we may assume that
again left to treat

A~(t)

1

Hence we are

N

= NlogJEexp(-tLeJeJ).
j=l

(where the upper index v has been skipped since obviously this quantity does not depend
on v) under the restriction that el = el = 1. The existence of the limit as N
approaches infinity of the A1v again can be proved by large deviation arguments (using
e.g. [C086], or [0188]) as the vectors
may be regarded as a two dimensional
random field with nearest neighbour interaction. On the other hand considering the
partition function of this model with external field h = Chj)j=1,... N

cce;,ej))j

ZN({J, h) :=

L exp(/3 L
{l,e

<k,j>

e~ej + f3

L
<k,j>

N

e~eJ +

L hj(eJ + ~J))
j=l
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we see that clearly
where

I: exp(f3 I:

ZN(f3, h) =

N

O"kO"j

<k,i>

C1

+ I: hjO"j).
j=1

Therefore ~ log ZN(f3) satisfies

83

1

-

8h 8h 8h N log ZN(f3) ::; 0
j

k

l

for each choice of the indices j, k, l as also ~ log ZN(f3) satisfies these so-called GHS
inequalities. Moreover as the system has component-wise ferromagnetic nearest neighbour interaction the FKG-inequalities follow along the lines of [FKG71]. Finally by
the famous Onsager formulas the Ising model away from the critical temperature has
exponentially decaying and hence summable correlations which readily implies the
summability of the correlations in our model. So by following the arguments in Example 3.4, i.e. using again [Wu95 , Lemma3.2J, which is based on the GHS and the
FKG inequality, together with [E85, pp.167] we see that the conditions of Theorem
3.3 are satisfied. Thus Theorem 2.3 is true and also in this case the Hopfield model
has a storage capacity of N /'r log N patterns for some constant "Y.

Of course, we might also try to store more complicated random fields in the Hopfield
modeL As can be seen in the above examples this will always work as we can make
sure that the conditions of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied, e.g. by employing [Wu95 ,
Lemma3.2]. We are also firmly convinced, but have not checked the details, that
along the same lines we could show that the Hopfield model can store N / "Y log N
independent Curie-Weiss models.
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